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Abstract—Many finance companies offer services like making
recommendations for investments or sharing targeted trading
strategies with clients. Financial forecasting tools play an essential
role in all of these, offering insight regarding the identification
of good entry and exit points for the transaction of financial
instruments. This paper presents an approach combining Support
Vector Machines (SVMs), Direct Reinforcement Learning (DRL)
and Genetic Algorithms (GAs), capable of generating forecasts
relative to which buy and sell points should be set in order
to obtain high returns with low associated risk. The system in
question uses a single-objective GA to select a set of technical
indicators (derived from raw financial data) that, when used as
inputs in a SVM, produce the best model for predicting the rise
or fall of a securitys price short term Simple Moving Average
(SMA). The DRL algorithm searches for patterns and repetitive
mistakes made by the previously established model, constructing
the final trading signal. The developed system’s learning capa-
bilities are studied, being demonstrated its ability to identify
important pieces of information within data and appropriate
behaviour when dealing with high transaction costs. Additionally,
its performance is evaluated with real daily data from nine
financial instruments with very different characteristics. The
obtained results demonstrated that the system possesses a high
degree of robustness, achieving positive total profit in eight out
of the nine tested assets. Furthermore, its concluded that the GA
and SVM combination adds significant value to the proposed
approach.

Index Terms—Financial markets, Financial Forecasting, Sup-
port Vector Machine (SVM), Direct Reinforcement Learning
(DRL), Genetic Algorithm (GA).

I. INTRODUCTION

Financial forecasting consists on making a prediction re-
garding the performance of a financial asset or portfolio
of a business, project, or any other investment, based on
current financial positions, market conditions and/or historical
data. Often, forecasting entails financial modelling, where
an abstract mathematical model is developed to represent
a certain real world financial situation. Although there is
always risk and uncertainty associated with forecasts, they
have a significant importance due to the existence of trends
and cycles within markets. Seasonality effects [1] are well-
studied periodic fluctuations that occur in certain markets
regularly based on seasons. These can be calendar seasons
(such as summer or winter), commercial seasons (holiday
periods), earning seasons (months of the year in which the
majority of quarterly corporate earning are released to the
public) and others. According to Bodie et al. [2], another
examples of known market cycles and trends include: business
cycles, cyclic unemployment, GDP fluctuations, industry life

cycles and even behavioural tendencies. However, because
of the extreme fluctuations and noise in prices, detecting
market cycles and trends to make satisfactory forecasts is an
extraordinary complex problem. In this paper is presented an
attempt at solving this issue, having being implemented an
approach combining Support Vector Machines (SVMs), Di-
rect Reinforcement Learning (DRL) and Genetic Algorithms
(GAs). The system in question uses a single-objective GA
to select a set of technical indicators that, when used as
inputs in a SVM, produce the best model for predicting the
rise or fall of a securitys price short term Simple Moving
Average (SMA). The DRL algorithm searches for patterns
and repetitive mistakes in the previously made predictions
through a multi-objective GA, establishing good entry and exit
points for the transaction of securities and commodities. The
developed approach should outperform consistently the Buy
& Hold (B&H) strategy in real market conditions, when it’s
realistic to do so. Additionally, the generated trading signal
should not only maximize the returns and daily profits, but
also, minimize the risk associated with each trade.

The main contributions of this paper are: the development of
a new DRL algorithm, with multiple performance criterion’s,
suitable for financial forecasting and capable of capturing
errors in past data; the conception of a multi-objective GA
able to support the learning stage of the DRL algorithm; the
realization of a fitness penalization scheme, in the context
of financial trading, for the different GA objectives; the
integration of Supervised Learning classification (the SVM-
GA method) with the novel DRL algorithm.

This paper is organized as follows: in Section II the related
work is discussed. Section III presents the architecture and
describes the implemented system. In Section IV the case
studies and results are presented and analyzed. Section V
provides the conclusions obtained by the work developed.

II. RELATED WORK

Many authors have focused on trying to answer this particu-
lar financial forecasting problem. Despite the diversity of avail-
able methods, there is no definitive agreement on which one is
the best. One possible technique, which has wielded interesting
results, is RL, with the Recurrent Reinforcement Learning
(RRL) algorithm developed by J. Moody and M. Saffell [9]
for discovering investment policies being particularly relevant.
The simplicity of the framework used in RRL, as well as, its
promising results, lead to many works attempting to further
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TABLE I
RELEVANT STUDIES RESULTS.

Ref. Year Method Data Period Financial Instrument Algorithm performance B&H performance
[3] 2015 RRL with Japanese Futures prices July 2011 - E-mini S&P 500 0.37% (return) -0.89% (return)

candlesticks (minute) Sept. 2011

[4] 2016 RRL with GA Stock prices Jan. 2009 - 180 S&P 500 180 Sharpe ratio 180 Sharpe ratio
(daily) May 2014 companies means ∈ [0.2 0.3] means ∈ [-0.05 0.15]

[5] 2016 GA with PIPs Index prices Jan. 2014 - S&P 500 17.88% (avg. return, 12.39% (return,
and SAX (daily) Dec. 2014 no tc) no tc)

[6] 2017 Q-learning and ANN Index prices Jan 2005 - HSI (Heng Seng 350% / 214% 154% / 169%
(daily) Dec. 2015 Index) / S&P 500 (returns, no tc) (returns, no tc)

[7] 2017 Deep RRL Futures prices Jan. 2014 - Stock-IF contract 3256.6 (total profit) 739 (total profit)
with fuzzy (minute) Jan. 2015 (Chinese index-based
learning future contract)

[8] 2017 NEAT with PCA Index & Futures Jan. 2015 - S&P 500 / Brent / 18.89% / 37.91% / 15.71% / -9.94 % /
prices (daily) March 2017 CAC 40 / Sugar 4.69% / 23.15% 9.82 % / 24.56%

(avg. returns with (returns)
best fitness func.)

enhance it or study its applicability to other types of markets.
For instance, Gabrielsson et al. [3] combined features based on
Japanese candlesticks with RRL, producing a high-frequency
algorithmic trading system that was tested with success on the
E-mini S&P 500 futures market. Zhang et al. [4] used a GA to
improve the trading results of a RRL-based trading system on
daily data of 180 S&P 500 stocks. Additionally, Deng et al.
[7] implemented a RRL based algorithm in a deep recurrent
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) [10] and, together with fuzzy
representations [11], obtain positive results on Chinese index-
based future contracts.

SVMs are also an attractive approach to tackle the de-
scribed problem. For example, D. Kumar et al. [12] integrated
proximal SVMs [13] with four different feature selection
techniques to enable trend detection in twelve different stock
indices. Additionally, Y. Chen et al. [14], proposed an hybrid
framework composed of both a feature weighted SVM and
K-nearest neighbor algorithm to predict stock indices.

In addition to these methods, GAs are often a popular choice
in financial forecasting. For instance, Huang et al. [15] studied
genetic-based stock selection models using fundamental data
of Initial Public Offerings (IPOs), obtaining promising results
with above-average first-day returns. Additionally, Leitão et
al. [5] developed a new pattern discovery approach based
on rule combination, between Perceptually Important Points
(PIPs) [16] and Symbolic Aggregate Approximation (SAX)
[17], optimized by a GA, that outperformed the B&H strategy
on the S&P 500 index.

In table I are summarized some of the most relevant studies
applied to the stock market that were analyzed throughout the
development of the approach presented in this paper.

A. Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement Learning (RL) is a form of ML that fo-
cuses on how software agents or machines ought to take
actions, which influence in some degree the environments
state, to maximize some notion of cumulative reward. In
other words, the purpose of an RL algorithm is to find a
set of rules/instructions (also called a policy) that tell the
agent how to proceed (which action they must take) in every

situation, to obtain as much reward as possible. Similarly
to any agent following a ML algorithm to learn and make
predictions on data, the execution of a RL algorithm consists
of 3 stages: training, validation and testing. RL algorithms
can be classified according to how the search for the optimal
policy is conducted. Direct Reinforcement Learning (DRL)
algorithms, store a policy directly and update it to obtain better
ones. The agents search in the policy space (or some subset of
it) and use them directly to solve the MDP (mapping states to
actions). An important DRL algorithm in the context of this
paper is the RRL, developed by J. Moody and M. Saffell for
discovering investment policies [9].

In the RRL trading environment, an agent trades a fixed
number u of a single financial asset by taking only one of
three possible type of actions: a short or a long position,
represented by the symbols −1 and 1 respectively, or being
idle, represented by the symbol 0. The action space is discrete
and defined as A = {−1, 0, 1} or A = {−1, 1}, depending
on the market being tested (Forex or S&P 500, respectively).
The security price series being traded is denoted as zt. The
variable t represents the time period index. The total number
of time periods is T and t = 1, ..., T , with t = T being the
most recent time period. The agents position is established or
maintained at the end of each time interval t, so a trade is
only possible at the end of each time period. The immediate
rewards are set as the returns of every trade and so, the reward
function is:

Rt = u(at−1 · rt − δ · |at − at−1|) (1)

In equation 1, δ is the transaction cost rate and rt =
Closet − Closet−1 is the price difference at time period
t of the financial instrument. The overall trading system
performance at the most recent time period is denoted as UT
or just U for simplicity, and is dependent on the immediate
rewards Rt. At a specific time period, Ut is such that it can
be expressed as a function of the returns of the current and
previous time period:

Ut(Rt, Rt−1, ..., R1) (2)

In the original RRL paper [9], the state st at time period t,
consists of the previous action taken at−1, a constant with the
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value of 1 and market information, more specifically a fixed
number, l, of (present and past) price differences:

st = [at−1, rt, rt−1, ..., rt−l+1, 1] (3)

The action to take at every time period t is given by:

at = tanh(θ · st) (4)

In equation 4, tanh the hyperbolic tangent function and
θ a weight vector of the same size as st. Also, since tanh
is a continuous function, the action at must be discretized
during trading according to some criterion. Note that equation
4 depicts a generic policy function π since it takes a state st,
and returns an action at. Different policies can be obtained
by changing the weights of θ. So, finding an optimal policy
π∗ (one which maximizes the trading system performance) is
equivalent to solving the optimization problem:

max
θ

U(RT , RT−1, ..., R1, θ) (5)

The system parameters θ can be updated through any
optimization method. In the first configuration of the RRL
[9], the stochastic gradient ascent is used.

B. Multi-objective Optimization

Problems that involve more than one objective function to
be optimized simultaneously belong to the realm of multi-
objective optimization. In mathematical terms, these type of
problems can be formulated as:

minimize (f1(x), f1(x), ..., fk(x))

subject to x ∈ K . (6)

In equation 6, x represents the optimization variable and K
its feasible region. The index k denotes the number of objec-
tives and fi : Rn → R the objective function that corresponds
to objective i. For most multi-objective optimization problems,
objective functions are conflicting, that is, no single solution
exists that simultaneously optimizes each objective. However,
there are some solutions that are ”better” than others. So, a
solution xa ∈ K is said to dominate other solution xb ∈ K if:

fi(xa) ≤ fi(xb), for all i ∈ {1, 2, ..., k}
fj(xa) < fj(xb), for at least one j ∈ {1, 2, ..., k} (7)

A solution is called Pareto optimal or nondominated if it
cannot be improved in any of the objectives without degrading
at least one of the other objectives or equivalently, if there
does not exist another solution that dominates it (equation 7).
Note that without subjective preference information (which
objectives are more important), any non dominated solutions
are considered equally good. The set of all Pareto optimal
solutions is dubbed the Pareto front.

C. Support Vector Machines

In ML, one of the most common tasks is classifying data.
Given a set of data, whose class or label is known, the problem
of classification corresponds to identifying where, in the set of
categories, new observations (or data samples) belong. In fact,
there exists an entire field of ML, dubbed Supervised Learning,

dedicated to the study of such (classification) methods. More
generally, this field is concerned with ML tasks that involve
inferring a function from labeled data, which involves not only
classification but also regression problems. Figure 1 illustrates
a fictitious classification data set made up of positive and
negative samples.

Fig. 1. Linearly separable dataset. Each point symbolizes a (positive or
negative) sample.

One particularity of the set from Figure 1, is that its labeled
samples or training vectors are linearly separable, that is, it
exists at least one hyperplane that separates all samples from
different categories. In this context, the sample pairs from
distinct classes that are the closest to each other are known
as support vectors and the largest separation between the two
classes is denoted optimal or maximum margin. This distance
is obtained by calculating the gap between the two parallel
hyperplanes that contain the support vectors from either class.
The optimal hyperplane is the hyperplane that lies halfway
between them. One particular binary classification method,
consists on computing the optimal hyperplane and use it as
a (linear) decision boundary. Vapnik and Cortes [18], the
developers of this approach, named this classifier a Support
Vector Machine (SVM). Computing the SVM soft-margin
classifier (one which allows for some errors when fitting the
hyperplane) is reduced to solving the optimization problem:

minimize
w,b,ζ

1

2
wTw + C · Φ(ζ)

subject to yi(wT · xi + b) ≥ 1− ζi (8)
ζi ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, ..., l .

In equation 9, xi ∈ Rp with i = 1, 2, ..., l represents
a labeled data sample or training vector, yi ∈ {−1, 1}
corresponds to its labels, C > 0 is a given parameter that
determines the penalty on the error term and the variable pair
w ∈ Rp and b ∈ R parameterize the optimal hyperplane.
Also, the total number of training errors Φ(ζ) is the sum
of the error associated with every training vector ζi ≥ 0
with i = 1, 2, ..., l. Note that a low C will lead to a larger-
margin separating hyperplane, even if that decision boundary
miss classifies more points. A high C drives the solution to a
smaller-margin hyperplane that does a better job in classifying
all the training points correctly.

For some non linearly separable problems, normal SVM
classifiers are unsuitable and non linear classifiers, whose
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decision boundary is not an hyperplane, are more appropriate.
Vapnik and Cortes [18] suggested that, in order to incorporate
non linear decision boundaries into SVM classifiers, it was
enough to transform the space that contains the non linearly
separable set of training vectors (referred to as input space)
into one where the transformed training vectors are linearly
separable (referred to as feature space). They proved that in
order to compute the classifier was not necessary to know the
transformation function. Only a function that takes the dot
product of two transformed training vectors was needed. This
function K : Rp × Rp → RP was denoted by kernel. The
choice of a kernel depends on the characteristics of the data
samples. In the absence of any knowledge, the Radial Basis
Function (RBF) kernel (equation 9) is a good starting point
[19].

K(u, v) = eγ−||u−v||
2

(9)

The variable γ > 0 (gamma) is a given constant. Addition-
ally, a parameter selection method, such as cross validation
for instance, can be used in the choice of a kernel and its
parameters.

D. Genetic Algorithms

A Genetic Algorithm (GA) is an heuristic optimization
method developed by J. H. Holland [20], that uses as inspi-
ration natural selection and the evolutionary biology concepts
described above. Falling under the category of Evolutionary
Algorithms (EAs), this type of algorithms are particularly
effective in problems with large and complex (possessing
many local optima) search spaces. GAs take a set of can-
didate solutions to a optimization problem and perform a
directed random search by evolving it iteratively towards
better, more fit, solutions. The evolution of the initial solution
set is randomized and guided by bio-inspired operators. They
correspond to:
• Initialization. A new population of candidate solutions is

created. The solutions can be initialized at random or, if
there is some knowledge regarding the global minimum
of the objective function(s), around of a specific zone of
the search space.

• Evaluation. Every individual of the population is given
a fitness value, which represents the performance of
the individual when solving the optimization problem in
question. If the solution’s performance is assessed by
evaluating k different objectives, the fitness value will
have k dimensions, one per objective. A fitness function
is used to map genomes to fitness values.

• Selection. This operator selects which individuals will
take part in the next generation. The individuals with
better fitness scores have a higher probability of being
selected, just like in natural selection. With multiple
objectives, solutions are compared according to their
position on the Pareto front and other criteria, depending
on the operator in question.

• Crossover. The genome of two individuals, the parents, is
combined to generate two new individuals, the offsprings,
with new genomes. The purpose of this operator is to

combine the best traits (parts of the genome) of the par-
ents, producing offsprings that improve on their ancestors.

• Mutation. This operator alters the genome of an individ-
ual. Its objective is to maintain genetic diversity in the
population.

Typically, is also defined a Termination Condition, the
criteria for stopping the evolution of the solutions. It can be for
example, when a certain number of generations is reached or
the highest ranking solution’s fitness in the population crosses
a certain threshold.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

A. System Architecture

This paper proposes a novel trading approach that uses
multi-objective DRL to learn from SVM predictions and
trading position sequences, with the objective of making
forecasts regarding good entry and exit points in the market.
The system takes in consideration the risk involved in each
trade and tries to maximize several performance metrics. As
illustrated in Figure 2, the system is structured in a layered
architecture composed by 3 distinct parts: Data, Classification
and Reinforcement Learning (RL) layers, with each layer
being further decomposed in modules.

Fig. 2. System architecture. Each layer is comprised of 2 modules, which
interact many times between one and other. There are only outgoing links
between adjacent layers.

B. Financial Data Module

The Financial Data module is the recipient of the raw
basic data inputs and is responsible for computing technical
indicators from them. Technical indicators are statistical values
that provide some kind of measure of the current conditions
of a price signal. By providing concise information relative to
a certain characteristic of the basic data, technical indicators
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help to reduce the noise present in the signals and are a
useful tool in the detection of financial trends and patterns. To
effectively capture information regarding the short, mid and
long term signal trends, different time windows, 2, 20 and
100 days, were considered when computing most indicators.
In Table II are listed this module’s inputs and the resulting
technical indicators acronyms together with the corresponding
time window length (outputs). Those that did not require a
time period were only computed once, thus bringing their total
number to 58. Every listed technical indicator was selected
during the literature review from studies concerning ML
applications to finance (such as [12] [4]). The Python library
TA-Lib [21] was used to facilitate the computation of these
technical indicators.

TABLE II
FINANCIAL DATA MODULE i/o.

Raw Basic Data Technical Indicators
(Input) (Output)

Open SMA2, SMA20, SMA100
High TSF2, TSF20, TSF100
Low EMA2, EMA20, EMA100
Close/Settle SAR
Volume Middle, Upper & Lower BBANDS2

Middle, Upper & Lower BBANDS20
Middle, Upper & Lower BBANDS100
ATR2, ATR20, ATR100
ROCR2, ROCR20, ROCR100
ROC2, ROC20, ROC100
TRIX2, TRIX20, TRIX100
MOM2, MOM20, MOM100
ADX2, ADX20, ADX100
WILLR2, WILLR20, WILLR100
RSI2, RSI20, ROC100
CCI2, CCI20, CCI100
MACD, Signal, Histogram
PPO
STOCH %K, STOCH %D
OBV
AD
MFI2, MFI20, MFI100

C. Pre-processing Module
Most systems that work with real-world data are very

susceptible to noise, inconsistency and missing/invalid values.
The Pre-processing module addresses these concerns, without
corrupting the data and destroying information. Both the basic
and technical indicator raw data are fed into this module and
undergo three sequential procedures: invalid value elimination,
set division (into training, validation and test sets) and stan-
dardization.

D. SVM Module
The SVM module is responsible for computing classifiers

capable of making forecasts regarding the direction of the
market movements. Here, data indicating which technical
indicator provides non-redundant information and values for
the SVM hyper-parameters are received as input (from the
GA module). Next, samples from the pre-processed training
data are constructed and labelled accordingly. Then, after this
process, they are used to train one SVM classifier. Finally, the
module is able to perform classification, assigning any input
sample its most likely label. The most relevant methods that
constitute this module are listed below.

1) Sampling: The construction of samples as an aggregate
(vector) of pre-processed technical indicators values in a given
day. Each dimension in the sample corresponds to a specific
technical indicator. For every market day there is only one
corresponding sample, always affiliated with a label.

2) Labelling: As with any other Supervised Learning
method, one of the requirements for SVMs is labelled data
samples inputs (or training vectors). In this system, single label
classification is performed, so a sample can only have a single
label and all samples from a certain class have the same label.
The following labelling rule is used:

l2t =

{
1, if SMA2t+2 >= SMA2t

−1, if SMA2t+2 < SMA2t
(10)

In equation 10, t is the current day and l2t the SMA2 label
corresponding to day t.

3) Kernel & Hyper-Parameters: Due to the high dimen-
sionality (number of features) of the data samples and no prior
knowledge about the relation between the data samples and
their labels, a RBF kernel was used. The soft-margin RBF
SVM hyper-parameters are received as inputs from the GA
module. They are:
• gamma > 0. Defines how far the influence of a single

training sample reaches (low values meaning far and high
values close).

• C > 0. Quantifies the trade-off between the miss classi-
fication of training examples against the simplicity of the
decision surface.

In Figure 3 is illustrated how adjusting these parameters
affects the decision contours of a classifier.

Fig. 3. Effects of the parameters gamma and C in a soft-margin SVM with
a RBF kernel. These graphs were generated with code and independent data
provided in the RBF SVM parameters guide from [22].

4) Training & Prediction: During training, the samples of
a class are taken as positive, while all other are taken as
negative, so that every class is fitted against all other classes.
Note however that, because only two different classes were
considered, the classifiers from either class are identical and
so, it is only relevant to consider one. Making predictions
consists on weighting the distances of the new samples to
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the separating classifier. The Python scikit-learn library [22]
for ML was used to greatly simplify the development efforts
of these methods, more specifically its C-Support Vector
Classification tool.

E. GA Module

This module implements the GA used to select the best
technical indicators for classifier construction via SVMs. As it
was mentioned previously, not all technical indicators provide
significant information regarding the price signal. Each extra
feature/indicator, increases the SVM dimension number by
1 and consequently the classifier training computation time
and the systems vulnerability to overfitting. The GA searches
over possible combinations of technical indicators, with its
fitness function producing a one dimensional fitness value
(single-objective optimization). The Python DEAP framework
for evolutionary computation [23] was the primary tool used
to develop this module. The GA main components are listed
below.

1) Encoding & Initialization: Because the problem in
question is a simple selection challenge, the largest part of
the chromosome’s genetic encoding is a binary vector (1
symbolizes picking the indicator and 0 the opposite) with
length equal to the total number of technical indicators (58).
Additionally, chromosomes also have genes to hold two SVM
hyper-parameters, gamma and C.

The initial population is initialized at random to cover the
highest possible range of the search space. Each entry i of the
binary vector is initialized according to a probability p. The
SVM parameter related genes are initialized by sampling from
a uniform distribution U(0, 1).

2) Evaluation: During the evaluation step, a fitness function
takes an individual (candidate solution) as input and produces
an output, the fitness value, that indicates how good or fit that
solution is to the problem. The implemented fitness function
is detailed in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: GA Fitness Function

Input : Individual i chromosome ci, training
pre-processed data dtr, training labels l2tr.

Output: Fitness value vi.
1 Construct training samples

str ← SVM.Sampling(dtr, ci).
2 Train a SVM classifier

Crbf ← SVM.Training(str, l2tr, ci).
3 Obtain training predictions

pretr ← SVM.Prediction(Crbf , s
tr).

4 Compute the training Number of Hits
nhtr ← Trading.NumH(pretr, l2tr).

5 vi ← nhtr

Every individual that was just initialized or suffered a
mutation/crossover, requires a new fitness value. So, each time
the fitness function is called to compute a new value, the
SVM module receives the individual directly as input together
with training pre-processed data (technical indicators) and the

corresponding label vector. Sometimes, when the fitness value
is too high, the classifier performs poorly on new samples, as
it is too well adjusted to the training data and is not capable of
capturing the underlying relationships between the data. This
issue is dubbed overfitting. In order to reduce its effect, the
classifier was tested against validation samples and a penalty
was enforced to the individuals whose training and validation
correct predictions relative error was below a certain threshold.

3) Selection: In each generation, a part of the total existing
population plus the new offsprings is selected to give origin to
the next generation. Individuals with better fitness values have
a higher probability of being selected. The main algorithm
chosen for selection was the Tournament Selection [24] (with a
tournament size of 3). The Python tool selTournament from the
DEAP framework for evolutionary computation [23] was used
to greatly simplify the development efforts of this component.

4) Mutation & Cross-over: Due to the existence of two
different parts in an individual’s chromosome, a mutation
operator was implemented for each part separately. For the
binary vector part, mutations are expressed as a Bit Flip,
switching genes from 0 to 1 or 1 to 0. In the SVM hyper-
parameters part of the genome, mutations were modeled using
uniformly distributed increments.

The cross-over operand was defined to be a uniform
crossover, combining the sequences of two individuals with
an attributes swap probability of 0.5.

5) Termination Condition: To ensure that the GA module
does not have a high computation time and avoids needless
computations, the algorithm was set to terminate after reaching
20 generations.

F. Trading Module

The trading module is responsible for simulating the trading
experience in a market environment. It receives a discretized
trading signal as input and acts as if real market orders were
placed, computing the trading returns and several performance
metrics.

1) Trading Returns: One of the core functions of the
trading module is to interpret trading signals and compute its
associated returns. The symbol scheme used for each action is
the same as in the Recurrent Reinforcement Learning (RRL)
algorithm by J. Moody and M. Saffell [9]. Transactions are
performed according to the symbol sequences in the trading
signal. This module’s Returns method, receives a trading
signal and raw data as inputs and computes the return of a
transaction at day t (equation 11).

Rt = u(post−1 · rt − tc) (11)

In the equation above, post−1 represents the trading signal
symbol on day t − 1, rt = Closet − Closet−1 the price
difference on day t and u the number of financial instruments
traded.
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2) Performance Metrics: When investing/trading there are
many more desirable criteria to evaluate investments or a trad-
ing strategy, besides obtaining high returns. Such performance
metrics are computed in a specific trading module method,
typically with the same name. They are:
• Rate of Return (RoR method). The RoR measures the

cumulative return relative to the initial capital invested.
• Maximum DrawDown (MDD method). The MDD indi-

cates the maximum loss period from a peak in the RoR
until a new peak is obtained.

• Risk-free Sharpe Ratio (SharpeR method). The
SharpeR measures the return per unit of deviation.

• Risk Return Ratio (RRR method). The RRR measures
the return in terms of the MDD.

• Number of Hits (NumH method). The NumH indicates
the percentage number of position matches (dubbed
”hits”) between the trading signal and a label vector.

G. DRL Module

This module, the core of the RL layer, implements a
DRL algorithm used to learn from and correct the 1st stage
predictions obtained through the interaction of the GA and
SVM modules in the Classification layer. The mathematical
framework for the action space and immediate rewards upon
which this algorithm is based, is the same as in the RRL algo-
rithm [9]. Besides being policy search based, this algorithm is
also multi-objective, trying to optimize several criteria when
searching for the optimal policy.

1) State Representation: To capture market information, the
developed DRL algorithm includes, in the state representation
information, forecasts made in the Classification layer. Defined
as a conjunction of 1st stage predictions and market informa-
tion elements, the current state st is represented in equation
12.

st = [post−1, pret, pret−1, (pret−2 − l2t−2), ...,

(pret−6 − l2t−6), 1.0] (12)

Present in the equation 12, the current state components are:
the previous position post−1, the current 1st stage prediction
pret, the previous 1st stage prediction pret−1, the difference
error between the 1st stage prediction and its corresponding
label pret−p − l2t−p of the next p = 2, ..., 6 days and a fixed
constant 1.0.

2) Policy Function: After defining the current state, its
information must be translated into the next action, that is, the
trading position to take at the current time post. The policy
is the function that handles this process, mapping states to
actions. The implemented policy was:

post = S(θ · st) (13)

In equation 13, θ represents the linear regression weights
(note that is being computed the dot product between θ and st)
and S an activation function, set as the hyperbolic tangent S :
x→ tanh(x) (in similarity with [9]). Also, because the action
state was defined as being discrete, the result of equation 13
was discretized.

3) Policy Search: Typically, in a DRL setting, such as the
RRL algorithm [9], finding the optimal policy is defined as a
single objective optimization (or search) problem. In this sys-
tem however, the optimization problem is now multi-objective.
Taking into account that the search space is complex and un-
structured, a GA was again used as a search heuristic. This EA
performs a multiple objective-optimization over all the policy
function parameters, with its fitness function producing a three
dimensional fitness value. Its overall architecture is similar to
the standard GA structure. However, the basic components
functionalities differ significantly. More specifically:

1) Encoding & Initialization: Since the GA is used as a
method to directly search policies, the genetic encoding
is a vector (the individual or chromosome) containing
every policy function weight plus a variable used in the
discretization operation.
Once again, the initial population was first set at random
to cover the highest possible range of the search space.
Every individuals weights and discretization attribute
were initialized by drawing random samples from two
uniform distributions.

2) Evaluation: In the evaluation step, the fitness value
returned by the fitness function, has three dimensions,
one per objective. The implemented fitness function is
detailed in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: DRL Fitness Function

Input : Individual i chromosome ci, training
pre-processed data dtr, training labels l2tr and
l1tr, training 1st stage predictions pretr.

Output: Fitness value vi.
1 Obtain training positions

postr ← DRL.Policy(dtr, ci, l2tr, pretr).
2 Compute the training trading returns

Rtr = Trading.Returns(dtr, postr).
3 Calculate the training risk-free Sharpe Ratio

srtr ← Trading.SharpeR(Rtr), Rate of Return
rortr ← Trading.RoR(Rtr, dtr), Maximum
DrawDown mddtr ← Trading.MDD(rortr), Risk
Return Ratio rrrtr ← Trading.RRR(rortr,mddtr)
and Number of Hits
nhtr ← Trading.NumH(postr, l1tr).

4 vi ← (srtr, rrrtr, nhtr)

Note that the labels l1tr refer to the next-day market
movement (equation 14).

l1t =

{
1, if Closet+1 >= Closet

−1, if Closet+1 < Closet
(14)

To prevent overfitting, was taken an approach similar to
the one described previously. A penalty was enforced
to the individuals whose training and validation per-
formance metrics relative error and the percentage of
neutral positions was below a certain threshold.

3) Selection: In a multi-objective scenario, the selection
of individuals relies on their position on the Pareto
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Front. Considering this aspect of the problem, the main
algorithm chosen for selection was the NSGA-II [25].
The Python tool selNSGA2 from the DEAP framework
for evolutionary computation [23] was used to greatly
simplify the development efforts of this module.

4) Mutation: The mutation operation was implemented as
Gaussian distributed increments for both genome parts,
the DRL weights and discretization threshold. Addition-
ally, was used the hyper-mutation technique to adjust the
mutation rate dynamically and improve the exploration
of the search space.

5) Termination Condition: Again to ensure that the al-
gorithm does not have a high computation time and
avoid needless computations, two termination conditions
were set: the algorithm reaches 200 generations and
not having improvements in the highest fitness value
components for 40 generations.

IV. RESULTS

In this section, are presented the results of the proposed
system’s evaluation. Each experiment, unless otherwise stated,
was repeated 15 times in order to capture the average systems
performance. Also, note that no adjustments of any kind were
made to the system during its evaluation.

A. Case Study I - Basic Capabilities & Behaviour

The objective of this first case study was to verify the
correctness of the system’s basic functionalities and evaluate
its learning behaviour. As such, it was designed as a series of
consecutive trials, each representing one step forward towards
the proposed objective. At every trial, the system uses as
input Apple, Inc. stock price data, with a testing period
of 470 trading days, from 19/11/2015 to 02/10/2017, and
transaction costs set to 0.005. So, the sequence of experiments
made was the following:

1) Test the learning capabilities of the Classification Layer:
To meet this experiment’s goal, two different tests were made.
The first consisted on giving a new technical indicator to the
Classification Layer, a SMA10 signal (Input 1), and counting
the number of times this new input is picked has a feature used
in the computation of the 1st stage predictions. The second
test was very similar, only this time, the technical indicator
contained future information (Input 2).

The selection average relative frequency of these two new
inputs was 0.07 and 1.0, respectively. This means that the
Classification layer correctly identifies Input 2 as the most
relevant, thus supporting the conclusion that the Classification
layer learning capabilities function as intended.

2) Test the learning capabilities of the RL layer: This
experiment was similar to the previous one, consisting of two
separate tests. In the first, the system is executed normally
and the DRL algorithm weights are recorded for analysis.
The second test is almost analogous, with the only differ-
ence being that the DRL module’s state representation was
altered, with the previous 1st stage prediction being removed

and the difference errors shifted forward by one day. This
change corrupts the DRL algorithm operation, adding future
information to the label present in third component of the new
state representation.

It was observed that in the first execution, the RL layer iden-
tifies the current 1st stage prediction as the most determining
piece of information contained within a state, assigning it an
average weight of 0.80. Additionally, in the second execution,
the system correctly identified the first difference error state
component as the most relevant, assigning it an average weight
of 1.03 (absolute value). This evidence supports the conclusion
that the RL layer learning capabilities function as intended.

3) Study the system’s behaviour upon an transaction cost
increase: Everytime a position is opened or closed, a trans-
action cost is payed. If that transaction cost is very high, the
losses from switching positions (for example, closing a long
and opening a short) will be extremely high. In principle,
a forecasting system should reduce the number of position
switches when the transaction costs are high. This experi-
ment’s goal was to assess if the developed system possess or
not such behavioral capability. The average position switching
percentage, for four different transaction costs, are displayed
in Table III.

TABLE III
POSITION SWITCHING RESULTS.

Trading Cost ($) 0.005 0.05 0.25 0.5

Position Switching (%) 50.61 39.71 16.05 8.55

Analyzing the results obtained, it can be observed that
the system’s position switching percentage decreases with
the increase of the transaction costs, thus supporting the
conclusion that the system behaves as desired.

B. Case Study II

This case study was devised to assess the system’s robust-
ness and performance when trading financial assets across
different markets. It is composed by two distinct parts, listed
below. The tested financial instruments were 9 securities from
different industries, from 19/11/2015 (or 07/12/2015 for one
of them) to 02/10/2017, for a total of 470 trading days. The
transaction costs were defined according to the Interactive
Brokers online platform main commissions: 0.005 USD per
stock and Exchange-Traded Funds (ETF), 2.97 USD per Sugar
No. 11 futures contracts and 1.67 USD per Brent Crude futures
contract.

1) Full Assessment: This experiment was developed to
analyze the overall robustness and performance of the entire
system. The average results of the system for each asset, as
well as the B&H strategy for comparison, are presented in
Table IV.

Overall, the system’s performance was strong, achieving
positive average SharpeR in every tested financial instrument
and positive average RoR in eight out of nine. The full
system was also shown to be robust, achieving these results
on three distinct financial instruments from different industries
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TABLE IV
FULL ASSESSMENT RESULTS.

SharpeR RoR MDD RRR
(%) (%)

S&P 500 ETF
Full System 0.030 8.60 12.56 0.69
B&H 0.062 20.99 13.34 1.57

Nasdaq 100 ETF
Full System 0.058 19.89 10.76 1.92
B&H 0.065 28.02 16.57 1.69

Dow ETF
Full System 0.057 13.70 8.17 1.85
B&H 0.083 26.78 12.39 2.16

Walmart Stock
Full System 0.0062 3.72 17.98 0.450
B&H 0.050 29.23 14.23 2.05

Microsoft Stock
Full System 0.033 19.74 16.13 1.32
B&H 0.063 38.31 15.05 2.54

Home Depot Stock
Full System 0.056 19.35 13.18 1.97
B&H 0.056 29.29 18.04 1.62

Sears Stock
Full System 0.050 48.12 37.77 1.54
B&H -0.055 -65.39 82.78 -0.79

Brent Futures
Full System 0.0034 -2.53 32.67 94.85
B&H 0.032 37.78 31.55 1.20

Sugar Futures
Full System 0.023 13.29 32.40 1.32
B&H -0.0040 -4.30 75.32 -0.057

and indexes. In Figure 4 is presented the best full system
performance in terms of RoR.

Fig. 4. Average RoR on Sears Holdings Corporation stock (full system vs
B&H strategy). Trades occur from 19/11/2015 to 02/10/2017 (470 days).

Examining Figure 4, it is visible that the stock prices follow
a downward trend with some upward periods, closely resem-
bling a descending triangle wave. Also, the signal shows low
volatility and there are no significant sideways periods, making
this a good opportunity to outperform the B&H strategy.

2) Layer-wise Assessment: This experiment, part two of the
2nd case study, was developed to analyze the contribution of
each layer to the overall robustness and performance of the
entire system. It consists on feeding the system with financial
data to each layer separately and using their output on the test
set to simulate actual trades in a market. The obtained returns
for each layer are analyzed individually and then compared to
the system’s complete performance obtained in part one. The
layer-wise average results for each asset are presented in Table
V.

TABLE V
LAYER-WISE ASSESSMENT RESULTS.

SharpeR RoR MDD RRR
(%) (%)

S&P 500 ETF
Classification Layer 0.0061 2.07 14.69 0.30
RL Layer 0.016 2.93 11.16 52.42

Nasdaq 100 ETF
Classification Layer 0.063 26.89 14.23 1.90
RL Layer 0.036 9.81 11.01 1.27

Dow ETF
Classification Layer 0.016 5.06 18.16 0.54
RL Layer 0.040 9.40 8.16 4.15

Walmart Stock
Classification Layer -0.040 -23.37 53.96 -0.42
RL Layer -0.0096 -2.52 17.68 -0.011

Microsoft Stock
Classification Layer 0.013 8.11 24.98 0.76
RL Layer 0.021 9.38 17.12 1.05

Home Depot Stock
Classification Layer 0.044 22.97 17.58 1.36
RL Layer 0.023 8.16 15.82 0.76

Sears Stock
Classification Layer 0.078 92.22 33.85 3.16
RL Layer 0.0042 3.25 37.50 0.39

Brent Futures
Classification Layer -0.051 -60.20 91.61 -0.62
RL Layer -0.014 -10.56 44.11 -0.018

Sugar Futures
Classification Layer 0.037 39.78 38.22 1.41
RL Layer -0.015 -9.62 41.44 0.19

Overall, the Classification layer performance was average,
because, in spite of obtaining very high SharpeR and RoR
in four of the financial instruments, these metrics were low or
even negative in the other five, clearly below the performance
of the full system. The RL layer performance was also average,
achieving positive SharpeR and RoR in six out of nine
financial instruments. A standout however, was its associated
risk, being consistently lower than the Classification layer and
on pair with the full system. This layer, takes the condensed
Classification layer error information and uses it to boost its
performance, as shown in Figure 5.

Fig. 5. Average RoR on Sears Holdings Corporation stock (full system vs
RL layer). Trades occur from 19/11/2015 to 02/10/2017 (470 days).

Examining Figure 5, it can be observed that the RL layer
keeps the same curve shape as the full system although it falls
short in terms of total profit, reinforcing the idea that the RL
layer is the main responsible in pattern detection and the other
layer outputs enhance its returns.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

For the most part, the results obtained were very positive
and the system demonstrated a high capability in maintaining a
satisfactory performance across diverse markets. Most notably,
the system’s learning capabilities are solid, with both the
Classification and RL layers being able to identify and select
important pieces of information within their respective input
data. Also, the system displays the behavioural capability
of adapting to high transaction costs, changing its market
positioning strategy in order to maintain positive returns. In the
full system’s assessment, the obtained results demonstrated a
high degree of robustness, with the system achieving positive
total profit in eight out of the nine tested securities and
commodities. In the markets with strong B&H returns, the
system (as expected) under-performed when compared to this
strategy, having trouble to accompany the dominant upward
trends. Its associated risk was surprisingly solid, obtaining
better risk measuring metrics than the B&H strategy in six
out of the nine financial instruments. The Classification layer
was shown to add significant value and boosted the RL layer
performance in every tested asset. In conclusion, the derived
approach was found to be a reliable financial forecasting tool
in identifying good entry and exit points for the transaction of
the tested financial instruments.
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